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QUESTION 1

Refering to the Lookup transformation, which statement is correct and true? 

A. The lookup condition defines how much memory each of the two caches will consume 

B. The lookup condition defines the fields that are used in the search of the data 

C. The lookup condition is limited to only the equal operator 

D. The lookup condition is designated in the ports tab interface via the "L" check box 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which command line tool would you use to execute a workflow? 

A. infasetup 

B. infacmd 

C. pmcmd 

D. pmrep 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A user needs to compare mappings across two folders using the comparsion tool in PowerCenter Designer. What does
the user account need in order to successfully complete the comparsion action? (Given that the user account has been
granted the ability to use PowerCenter Designer) 

A. Read permissions on the two folders 

B. Read permissions on the two folders as well as have both folders opened 

C. Full access (Read, Write and Execute permissions) on both folders 

D. Mappings cannot be compared across folders using PowerCenter Designer 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Given a Union transformation with 2 input groups, which statement is correct and true? 

A. Both input groups must have matching ports. The precision, datatype, and scale must be identical across both input
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groups. 

B. Either input group can have a port that does not match the other input group. The precision, datatype, and scale does
not have to be identical across both input groups. 

C. When merging the 2 groups of data together, the Union transformation will remove duplicate rows. 

D. The port names in each input group can be named the same. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is correct regarding User-Defined Functions (UDF)? 

A. A UDF name can contain letters, numbers and underscores 

B. Can be used in mappings and transformations however not in mapplets 

C. Can be reused from a shared folder as shortcut 

D. Can contain Java code snippets 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

How does a single joiner transformation join data? 

A. From 2 pipeline inputs 

B. From 3 pipeline inputs 

C. From n number of pipeline inputs assuming you have purchased the N-Joiner Option 

D. none of the above 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

The HTTP Transformation supports which HTTP Methods? (Choose all that apply) Choose 2 answers 

A. DELETE 

B. GET 

C. POST 

D. PUT 
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Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 8

A Pipeline Normalizer transformation will reflect one input port for each occurs value which Is greater than 

1. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

What is the first column of the bad file? 

A. Reject reason 

B. Column Indicator 

C. Overflow Indicator 

D. Row Indicator 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following techniques could be used to filter data read from a flat file source? 

A. Create a valid condition in the Filter attribute of the flat file\\'s Source Qualifier 

B. Place a Filter transformation directly after the flat file\\'s Source Qualifier 

C. An Expression transformation with an output port\\'s expression defined to filter records 

D. An Expression transformation with all of the output port\\'s default values set to blank 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of following statements is valid for Dynamic lookups? 

A. Dynamic caching cannot be enabled on a lookup that returns multiple rows per search 

B. A dynamic lookup can only be used with insert mappings, i.e. no update strategies are allowed and the session
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should be configured as Insert 

C. A dynamic lookup must be cached and persistent 

D. It is possible to update and delete records in a dynamic lookup 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Given this picture of a PowerCenter Mapping and assuming there is no SQL override in the Source Qualifier: 

Identify all of the true and correct statements listed below. Choose 2 answers 

A. This picture depicts a join that will be processed within the Informatica PowerCenter engine 

B. This picture depicts a join that will be processed in a database 

C. This picture depicts a SQL UNION operation 

D. This picture depicts an Informatica Homogeneous Join 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 13

By default workflows always have a run status of succeeded. Identify the methods to change the run status of the
workflow. For the puposes of this question, assume there are no worklets in the workflow. 

A. Check the Fail Parent if this task fails option box on the session task 

B. Use a Control Task with a Control Option setting of Fail Me 

C. Use an assignment task to call the ERROR() function 

D. Use a command task to set the value of $RC to a negative number 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 14

Which of the following Is NOT true of Aggregate functions? 

A. You can place an aggregate function in a variable port 

B. You can add a filter condition to calculate values for specific rows In the selected ports 

C. You can use operators to perform arithmetic within the function 

D. You can calculate a single value for all rows in a group 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

A workflow has a session task. Both workflow and session each have been assigned a different parameter file. Which
value will be set for $$ParameterValue in the session when using the following two parameter files?" 

Workflow Parameter file: [Global] $$ParameterValue=l [Session] $$ParameterValue=2 

Session Parameter file: [Global] $$ParameterValue=3 [Session] $$ParameterValue=4 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: A 
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